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1. Introduction

Many higher educators seek non-traditional methods for instruction to enhance student learning experience. One of the most commonly employed non-traditional methods of instruction is active small group learning which includes team-based learning (TBL), cooperative learning, and problem-based learning (Jones & Jones 2008; Michaelsen, Knight, & Fink, 2002; Nicoll-Senft, 2009). Of these three instructional methods, TBL is the most highly structured and promotes mastering of learning objectives using readiness assurance testing (RAT). Readiness assurance testing is a sequence of individual and team based tests that are administered regularly and cover material that is to be learned outside of class. At the beginning of an instructional period, individual readiness assurance tests (IRAT) are administered to individual students. Typically the IRAT consists of a short multiple-choice test, but can follow other schemes such as short answer or fill in the blank. After the IRAT, individuals gather into permanently assigned teams to take a team readiness assurance test (TRAT). The TRAT consists of the same questions as the IRAT, but is followed by immediate feedback that is provided after each attempt by the group to answer a question. Immediate feedback provides the opportunity for groups to discuss and prepare an alternative answer. Such small group discussion is central to the TBL paradigm. To promote discussion instructors often use corrective scoring by providing partial credit for subsequent attempts at incorrectly answered questions on the TRAT (Michaelsen et al., 2002; Michaelsen, Parmelee, McMahon, & Levine, 2008).

There are many techniques to administer RATs (Gomez, Dehzhi, & Katia, 2010; Michaelsen et al., 2002; Robinson & Walker, 2008). A technique promoted by Michaelsen et al. (2002) and used in other case studies of TBL is a multiple choice format for the IRAT and an immediate feedback assessment technique (IF-AT) for the TRAT (Carmichael, 2009; Clark, 2008; Cotner, Baepler, & Kellerman, 2009; Haberyan, 2007). The IF-AT format is similar to multiple choice formats, but allows for corrective feedback in that the form is similar to a “scratch off” lottery ticket and groups are able to make multiple attempts until the correct answer is uncovered (Epstein, Epstein, & Brosvic, 2001). Using corrective feedback contributes to longer retention, promotes group discussion, and allows for instructors to award partial credit for proximal knowledge (Epstein et al., 2001; Michaelsen et al., 2002; Michaelsen et al., 2008).

A typical multiple choice IRAT does not allow for corrective feedback. Michaelsen et al. (2002) suggests using a point spreading system, when IF-AT forms are not in use (i.e. the IRAT). Under point spreading, each multiple choice
question is worth 3 points and the students can spread the 3 points across multiple answers if uncertain of the correct answer or allocate all 3 points to a single answer if they are certain. If instructors or students want to compare IRAT and TRAT scores to evaluate the contribution of team learning, it is imperative that statistically equivalent scoring schemes are used when using two different techniques for the IRAT and TRAT.

Su (2004) found that the greater the positive difference between TRAT scores and IRAT scores, the more the students preferred working in teams. If different scoring techniques are used between the IRAT and TRAT it is ambiguous for students to analyze the contribution of their team and may lead to either a negative or overly positive view of team contribution (Su, 2004). In contrast, instructors may conclude that TRAT scores are higher or lower than IRAT scores when in reality the two scores can not be compared because they are not statistically equivalent (Michaelsen et al., 2002; Michaelsen et al., 2008). Furthermore, a statistically equivalent scoring technique will ensure students perceive grading to be fair and equitable, a guiding principle of TBL (Michaelsen et al., 2002; Michaelsen & Sweet, 2008).

We conducted this study to determine the pervasiveness of multiple choice and IF-AT scoring inconsistencies in the TBL literature, highlight the statistical difference between common methods, and offer suggestions for corrective scoring techniques.

2. Method

Literature review

We reviewed published literature sources, including books that described the methods used by the instructor to administer TBL. We used Academic Search Premier and searched using the following key words either individually or in various combinations: team-based learning, IRAT, TRAT and IF-AT. We compiled our results into two categories: studies that used multiple choice testing and IF-AT forms and studies that did not.

Analysis

An expected value is the statistical mean of a probability distribution. The expected value for discrete distributions is calculated by summing, across all questions, the product of the probability a student gets the question correct by the point value of each question (Wackerly, Mendenhall, & Scheaffer, 2008). The expected values can be converted into a percent equivalent by dividing the ex-
pected value by the total number of points possible for each question. We calculated the percent equivalent expected value of 4-choice single answer multiple choice IRAT

\[ E_{IRAT}(P) = 1P + 0(1 - P) \]  

\[ E_{IRAT}(P) = P, \]  

were \( P \) is the probability of selecting the correct answer on the first attempt. We also calculated the percent equivalent expected value of 4-choice IF-AT TRAT where the point value of the question is decremented by 25% for each attempt to answer the question after the first (Michaelsen et al., 2002)

\[ E_{TRAT}(P) = P + \frac{3}{4} \left( \frac{1 - P}{3} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1 - P}{3} \right) + \frac{1}{4} \left( \frac{1 - P}{3} \right) \]  

\[ E_{TRAT}(P) = \frac{P + 1}{2}. \]  

Both expected values and percent equivalents of the IRAT and TRAT are a function of the probability of selecting the correct answer on the first attempt. Since the expected value is a function of \( P \), by our definition, \( P \) is a measure of individual and team ability. We assumed that if the student(s) were incorrect on their first attempt that they selected from the remaining possible answers at random for both IRAT’s and TRAT’s. This is analogous to students guessing on subsequent answers if the students are incorrect on the first attempt. We calculated the percent equivalent difference in expected values as a function of \( P \) for the two techniques

\[ E_{TRAT}(P) - E_{IRAT}(P) = \frac{P_{TRAT} + 1}{2} - P_{IRAT} \]  

\[ E_{TRAT}(P) - E_{IRAT}(P) = \frac{1 - P}{2} \quad \text{if} \quad P_{TRAT} = P_{IRAT}, \]  

were \( P_{TRAT} \) and \( P_{IRAT} \) is the probability of selecting the correct answer on the first attempt for teams and individual respectively. We then calculated the percent equivalent expected difference under the three scenarios: where \( P \) is the same, 10% greater, and 10% less for TRAT’s than IRAT’s respectively. Given the various schemes of multiple choices testing, such as point spreading, we limited our
analysis to simple single answer multiple choice. It should be noted that the expected value of single answer multiple choice maximizes the expected value when compared to multiple choice schemes that allow for point spreading. Single answer multiple choice is equivalent to point spreading in the case where a student puts all points on a single answer. In sum our results minimize the difference between TRAT and IRAT scores; alternative assumptions lead to greater discrepancies between TRAT and IRAT expected scores.

3. Results and Discussion

We identified 14 published studies that provided descriptions of TBL scoring schemes. Of the 14 identified studies, 21% used multiple choice and IF-AT scoring techniques. We also reviewed current books which contained case studies authored by instructors. Of 18 case studies, 33% used multiple choices and IF-AT scoring techniques, 44% used other techniques, and 22% used unknown. Overall the use of multiple choice and IF-AT scoring techniques was 28%.

### Table 1.

Categorization of published Team Based Learning case studies based on two scoring criteria: studies that used multiple choice and IF-AT scoring techniques and studies that used other scoring methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation</th>
<th>Multiple choice and IF-AT scoring techniques</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carmichael (2009)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chung et al. (2009)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark et al. (2008)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunaway (2005)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haberyan (2007)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koles et al. (2005)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levine et al. (2004)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacPherson &amp; Bruecker (2008)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McInerny &amp; Fink (2003)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicoll-Senft (2009)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nieder et al. (2004)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shellenberger (2009)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touchet &amp; Coon (2005)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiner et al. (2009)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Using the scoring scheme of 4-choice single answer multiple choice IRAT and 4-choice IF-AT TRAT techniques we showed that in almost all cases the percent difference in TRAT and IRAT scores was positive, indicating that under most circumstances teams will score higher than individuals even if individual ability is greater than team ability (Figure 1). For our three scenarios the difference in expected value of TRAT and IRAT scores decreased as $P$ increased. For the scenario where $P_{TRAT} = P_{IRAT}$, the difference is always positive, until $P$ was equal to 1 at which point the difference was nil. For the scenario where $P_{TRAT}$ was 10% lower than $P_{IRAT}$, the expected value of the difference was positive until $P_{TRAT}$ was equal to 0.8. Likewise, for the scenario where $P_{TRAT}$ was 10% greater than $P_{IRAT}$ the expected value of the difference was always positive.

**Figure 1.** Expected percent difference in IF-AT and multiple choice grading techniques (TRAT minus IRAT score) as a function of the probability ($P_{IRAT}$) of answering the first question correctly for individual students under three scenarios: where the probability of selecting the correct answer is the same (solid middle line), 10% greater (dashed top line), and 10% less (dotted bottom line) for TRAT than IRAT respectively.
We found that multiple choice and IF-AT scoring techniques were common among published TBL studies. Although the studies that used multiple choice and IF-AT scoring techniques may have used different scoring schemes than we used in our analysis, the general results hold, as no author offered statistical correction or acknowledgement of the anomaly we have shown.

Our results show that with the scoring scheme of single answer multiple choice IRAT and IF-AT TRAT techniques, under almost all circumstances, TRAT scores will be greater than IRAT scores (Figure 2). For example if students were to randomly guess on the IRAT and TRAT (i.e. $P_{TRAT} = P_{IRAT} = 0.25$) the students would score 37.5% higher on the TRAT compared to the IRAT. However, the percent discrepancy we have shown in IRAT and TRAT scores depends on the probability of selecting a correct answer on the first attempt ($P$) and the assumption of equal chances of selecting wrong answers for both multiple choice and IF-AT techniques.

One of the tenets of TBL is that teams perform better than individuals (Michaelsen et al., 2002). Increased team performance would suggest the proba-

---

**Figure 2.** Line of equal expected percent grade as a function of the probability of a correct answer for the IRAT and TRAT if IF-AT and multiple choice grading techniques are used.
bility of selecting a correct answer on the first attempt would be greater for teams (i.e. \( P_{TRAT} > P_{IRAT} \)). When \( P_{TRAT} > P_{IRAT} \), we showed the expected value of the TRAT will always be greater than the expected value of the IRAT. It is unlikely that \( P_{TRAT} < P_{IRAT} \), hence under the scoring scheme of multiple choice IRAT and IF-AT TRAT, TRAT scores will always be greater than IRAT scores. In general, when \( P_{TRAT} > P_{IRAT} \), TRAT scores will be greater than IRAT scores, but the magnitude of the difference will depend on \( P_{TRAT} \), \( P_{IRAT} \), and the assumptions of our analysis. We do not know if the assumptions of equal chances of selecting a wrong answer for both multiple choice and IF-AT techniques is correct, but our general results will hold under normal condition, that is, unless \( P_{TRAT} \) is relatively small compared to \( P_{IRAT} \) and the probability of alternative answers being correct on IF-AT forms is exceedingly high.

4. Implications

Instructors may want to evaluate the effectiveness of TBL by comparing IRAT and TRAT scores. In addition, the desire of students to work in teams is partially motivated by the perceived increase in the team’s ability over the individual (Su, 2004). With multiple choice and IF-AT grading scheme used in 28% of TBL studies and recommended by leading TBL sources, teams by default will score higher. Under this scoring scheme IRAT and TRAT scores can not be compared without tedious statistical correction. We suggest that instructors use equivalent scoring schemes for IRAT and TRAT testing. If instructor uses IF-AT forms for the TRAT, the equivalent multiple choice IRAT would be a ranking of answers from best to worst. For example, if each question was worth 4 points, IRAT testing would involve numerically ranking the 4 possible answers with 4 being the best and 1 being the worst; the student would receive the point value rank for the correct answer. Similarly, the TRAT using IF-AT forms would be scored by allocating 4 points if the correct answer is obtained on the first attempt, 3 if the correct answer is obtained on the second attempt, etc. Although higher TRAT scores occur under statistically equivalent scoring schemes when \( P_{TRAT} > P_{IRAT} \), the magnitude of the difference between TRAT and IRAT scores is constant for a constant difference in \( P \). With statistically equivalent scoring the difference in TRAT and IRAT scores represents increased team performance over individual performance.

Although statistically equivalent, the methods we describe above still may not lead to directly comparable IRAT and TRAT scores as teams may be able to identify alternative answers that are correct based on immediate feedback. The proba-
bility of correctly selecting alternative answers using IF-AT techniques may be conditional on knowing the correctness of each attempt. Although difficult to estimate, it is likely that this bias would favor TRAT scores as no information (i.e. immediate feedback) is provided for the IRAT that could increase the probability of correctly selecting alternative answers.

We have applied TBL in our classroom and observed other faculty apply TBL. One of the difficulties we have encountered is the scoring inconsistency described above. In our experience students do not see the IRAT and TRAT formats as equivalent. Such scoring inconsistencies have decreased student satisfaction with TBL and caused scoring changes mid-way through the semester. Rightfully so, students lost confidence in and resisted TBL following modification of an already complex and foreign grading system. We have found such scoring inconsistencies both prevalent in the literature and in practice at our own institution. We feel that in order for TBL to be successful, accepted by students, and functional for instructors, the IRAT and TRAT scores must be easily comparable.
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